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 (EXCERPT:) 

Berlin supports the joint Russian-Chinese 
initiative for a “double freeze” to resolve the 
Korean crisis, German Foreign Minister Sigmar 
Gabriel said. The plan involves freezing missile 
launches in North Korea and South Korea’s 
drills with the US.

Germany “understands and endorses the 
‘double freeze’ initiative, and is willing to 
continue to work with Beijing to promote a 
peaceful settlement of the DPRK [North Korea] 
nuclear issue,” the top German diplomat said in 
a telephone conversation with Chinese Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi on Wednesday.

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang said that 
thanks to efforts from all sides, tensions on the 
Korean Peninsula were showing signs of 
easing, but that the "August crisis"                     
is still not over.

The Russian-Chinese initiative of
“double freezing,” put forward by the

Russian and Chinese foreign ministers
on July 4, would cease any missile
launches and any nuclear tests in

Pyongyang, as well as
large-scale military exercises by

Washington and Seoul.
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“Korea, the geopolitically pivotal state in Northeast Asia, could again become
a source of contention between America and China, and its future will also

impact directly on the American-Japanese connection. As long as Korea
remains divided and potentially vulnerable to a war between the unstable
North and the increasingly rich South, American forces will have to remain
on the peninsula. Any unilateral U.S. withdrawal would not only be likely to
precipitate a new war but would, in all probability, also signal the end of the

American military presence in Japan.” -Zbigniew Brzezinski, 1997

Just before his death, Zbigniew Brzezinski, author of The Grand Chessboard,
was quoted as saying in an interview with Russian Media:

"Some Russians may believe America is trying to play China against Russia,
but that is more an ego-gratifying compliment than a realistic judgement.

The fact of the matter is
that China is considerably more important than Russia right now,

but if America and China cooperate,
Russia has absolutely no choice but to join.”

In March of 2017, Brzezinski was interviewed by France24:
'Brzezinski told France 24 that he supported a tougher US stance vis-
à-vis what he described the “menace” of North Korea, but that the US
shouldn’t be the only country ratcheting up pressure on Pyongyang.

He said China needed to also try to rein in North Korea’s military ambitions 
and that if Beijing did not do so, Washington would have no choice but to 
bolster its strategic alliance with Japan, even allowing a nuclear Japan.'

When you read the last page of Brzezinski's book,                     
The Grand Chessboard, The North Korea Strategy starts to 
become blatantly obvious. Find out more at MARK13RECORDS.com
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